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MULTIMEDIA AND WEB DESIGN
Computer Science And Engineering

Time: 3 hours Max Marks: 80
Answer any FIVE Questions

All Questions carry equal marks
? ? ? ? ?

1. (a) Write Short notes on DTDs.

(b) Explain about XML Schema. [8+8]

2. (a) What are Frames, Frameset in HTML? Explain with example.

(b) How to create image maps, which allow you to designate certain sections of
the image as hotspots and then use these hotspots as anchors for linking.[8+8]

3. (a) How to modify the style of the whole content enclosed between similar tags
using CSS rule.

(b) The EM element typically applies an italic effect to text. Create a rule that
underlines text instead. [8+8]

4. What is Digital Audio? Explain the terms Sampling, Quantization in detail. [16]

5. List different fill Styles for the set Fill Style method. Write a script program to
display various shapes, colors, fill styles. [16]

6. Write short notes on the following:

(a) HTML character level formatting.

(b) List common protocols and their usage.

(c) List and describe different types of Animation.

(d) Differentiate Java Script Versus VB Script. [16]

7. What is Static Array ?How to declare a Static , Dynamic Array. Write a script for
sorting ‘n’ numbers. [16]

8. Write about NTSC, PAL, SECAM, HDTV, in detail. [16]

? ? ? ? ?
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1. What is Static Array ?How to declare a Static , Dynamic Array. Write a script for
sorting ‘n’ numbers. [16]

2. (a) How to modify the style of the whole content enclosed between similar tags
using CSS rule.

(b) The EM element typically applies an italic effect to text. Create a rule that
underlines text instead. [8+8]

3. List different fill Styles for the set Fill Style method. Write a script program to
display various shapes, colors, fill styles. [16]

4. What is Digital Audio? Explain the terms Sampling, Quantization in detail. [16]

5. Write about NTSC, PAL, SECAM, HDTV, in detail. [16]

6. (a) What are Frames, Frameset in HTML? Explain with example.

(b) How to create image maps, which allow you to designate certain sections of
the image as hotspots and then use these hotspots as anchors for linking.[8+8]

7. (a) Write Short notes on DTDs.

(b) Explain about XML Schema. [8+8]

8. Write short notes on the following:

(a) HTML character level formatting.

(b) List common protocols and their usage.

(c) List and describe different types of Animation.

(d) Differentiate Java Script Versus VB Script. [16]

? ? ? ? ?
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1. (a) Write Short notes on DTDs.

(b) Explain about XML Schema. [8+8]

2. (a) How to modify the style of the whole content enclosed between similar tags
using CSS rule.

(b) The EM element typically applies an italic effect to text. Create a rule that
underlines text instead. [8+8]

3. Write about NTSC, PAL, SECAM, HDTV, in detail. [16]

4. What is Static Array ?How to declare a Static , Dynamic Array. Write a script for
sorting ‘n’ numbers. [16]

5. Write short notes on the following:

(a) HTML character level formatting.

(b) List common protocols and their usage.

(c) List and describe different types of Animation.

(d) Differentiate Java Script Versus VB Script. [16]

6. List different fill Styles for the set Fill Style method. Write a script program to
display various shapes, colors, fill styles. [16]

7. (a) What are Frames, Frameset in HTML? Explain with example.

(b) How to create image maps, which allow you to designate certain sections of
the image as hotspots and then use these hotspots as anchors for linking.[8+8]

8. What is Digital Audio? Explain the terms Sampling, Quantization in detail. [16]

? ? ? ? ?
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1. (a) What are Frames, Frameset in HTML? Explain with example.

(b) How to create image maps, which allow you to designate certain sections of
the image as hotspots and then use these hotspots as anchors for linking.[8+8]

2. List different fill Styles for the set Fill Style method. Write a script program to
display various shapes, colors, fill styles. [16]

3. (a) Write Short notes on DTDs.

(b) Explain about XML Schema. [8+8]

4. (a) How to modify the style of the whole content enclosed between similar tags
using CSS rule.

(b) The EM element typically applies an italic effect to text. Create a rule that
underlines text instead. [8+8]

5. What is Static Array ?How to declare a Static , Dynamic Array. Write a script for
sorting ‘n’ numbers. [16]

6. Write about NTSC, PAL, SECAM, HDTV, in detail. [16]

7. Write short notes on the following:

(a) HTML character level formatting.

(b) List common protocols and their usage.

(c) List and describe different types of Animation.

(d) Differentiate Java Script Versus VB Script. [16]

8. What is Digital Audio? Explain the terms Sampling, Quantization in detail. [16]

? ? ? ? ?
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